L I T E P A P E R

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.
OVERVIEW
The purpose of this litepaper is to provide a comprehensive overview of
Revellers and BPM Wallet’s monumental vision for the future of event
ticketing and Metaverse experiences. This litepaper is under continuous
review and will be updated accordingly as we progress with both App
and project development. Revellers are our genesis NFT collection that
both empower genuine fans and reward holders with the BPM Wallet
ecosystem token, $BPM.  

 

With hundreds of thousands of events happening every year, genuine
fans can benefit from VIP status at web2 events, while also accessing
events typically out of reach due to capacity or geographical
restrictions through a one-of-a-kind, in-sync Metaverse experience.

With multiple trading incentives in play, post-mint exchanging will be a
fun aspect of Revellers, as holders trade NFTs to find their new
metaverse identity, as well as VIP access and APY returns through our
multifaceted trait reward system.  

 

Collectively, Revellers powered by BPM Wallet are set to pave the way for
the future of event ticketing and digital event experience.
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WHAT ARE REVELLERS?
OVERVIEW
Revellers are a collection of 10,000 NFT
avatars that reward holders with VIP in-App
access, lock-up reward options, and
unparalleled future event experience. It’s
important here to acknowledge that
Revellers are our Genesis NFT and very
much the beginning of the BPM Wallet user
journey. If you are not familiar with BPM
Wallet, the supporting backbone behind
Reveller NFTs be sure to bring yourself up to
speed at bpmwallet.io after reading this
document.

$BPM REWARDS & LOCK-UPS
Revellers start with $BPM rewards, live events,
fashion drops, and much more that will be
revealed over time. Community ownership in
Revellers allows for a new genre of media
that the world has yet to explore. 


Lock-up your Reveller NFT and earn $BPM to
maximise APY returns. Essentially, the longer
the lock-up period and $BPM held, the more
$BPM is accumulated.
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COLLECTION SIZE
The entire collection will consist of just 1000
platinum NFTs, followed by 2000 gold, 3000
silver, and 4000 bronze.

1,000
NFTs

2,000
NFTs

3,000
NFTs

4,000
NFTs
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337
ACROSS

hand-drawn

TRAITS

10,000

NFTs

WHAT ARE REVELLERS?
GET READY TO REVEL

VALUE & RARITY
We believe art should be a key element when determining an NFTs intrinsic value, that's why we
implemented a multifaceted reward system based on trait rarity. 


Revellers value will not only be determined by 1 to 10,000 rarity but also by VIP tier. We included a
single trait on ALL Revellers identified by Bronze to Platinum colouring with Platinum being the rarest
and offering APY returns of up to 300% when locking up $BPM on the $BPM Rewards platform.



A Reveller is your Web 3.0 identity and
Metaverse avatar, while also providing
access to real word Web 2.0 utility— get
ready to revel!

Even if you don't mint a ‘rare’ NFT based on trait generation, it might still give you access to the topearning APY and associated benefits. For example, if you mint the least rare Reveller ranked 10,000,
but it features a rare platinum trait, its intrinsic value increases, especially as there are only 1000
platinum traits within the entire collection.


To maximise $BPM returns, a platinum trait Reveller is required; however, as per below, even a
bronze trait Reveller will earn more than double the APY of $BPM holding alone.
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NEXT LEVEL LOCK-UPS.
OVERVIEW
Lock-up your Reveller NFT and $BPM to maximise APY
returns. Essentially, the higher trait Reveller you hold when
locked-up with $BPM over time will determine your APY
returns.


For example, Platinum is the rarest Reveller trait available
and will offer APY returns of up to 300% depending on $BPM
held and the lock-up period.


Ultimately, we want to give YOU control, that’s why we
developed bespoke rewards software allowing Reveller
holders to customise lock-up plans. Effortlessly create,
monitor, and analyse the statistics behind your Reveller.
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REVELLER RAFFLES.
MONTHLY ENTRIES PER REVELLER
Automated raffle entries to win once-in-a-lifetime prizes,
future airdrops, and VIP access at BPM-associated events!

Platinum

Gold

Silver

Bronze

4
Entries

3
Entries

2
Entries

1
Entries
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WHAT IS BPM WALLET?
OVERVIEW
BPM Wallet is an NFT ticketing platform designed to streamline event
access. This not only increases security, but solves the problems
plaguing the live events industry worldwide. No more ticket touting,
scams, fraud, or inflated ticket resale; BPM Wallet puts fans first &
significantly enhances vendor security.


BPM Wallet seeks to further innovate the digital event space by syncing
with LIVE events in their Metaverse counterpart. Forget logistical &
capacity barriers, BPM Wallet makes worldwide revelling accessible to
all.
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AN ARTIST WITH A STORY.
MEET FIASCO!
It’s an honor to introduce you to our extremely talented artist, Fiasco. 


Born and raised in Peru, Fiasco takes inspiration from Peruvian myths
and legends, with heavy influence from pre-Columbian and Inca
cultures, thus resulting in unparalleled artwork. 



Instagram
@fiasco_art

Fiasco has invested countless hours into the Revellers collection, with
every single trait being hand sketched in pencil, then inked, before being
scanned and painted in photoshop, hence the uber-refined detail. With
over 300 individual traits and multifaceted trait rarity determining
holder benefits, every single NFT will be a one-of-a-kind work of art with
a variety of holder utilities.

Fiasco

Be sure to show Fiasco some
love on Instagram @fiasco_art
and take homage to know that
Fiasco receives a % of every NFT
sold.

NFT Artist
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WEB 3.0 & THE METAVERSE.
A NEW ERA
Roblox
Persistent, shared 3D virtual spaces in a virtual universe.

We are currently at the genesis of the next phase of the internet.
Technology continually empowers us to stay connected, provide
solutions, and allows us to dream beyond imaginability. Technology has
swiftly evolved from being a tool, to be completely synchronised with
everyday life. We have rapidly leaped and transformed from linear to
non-linear media, Web 1.0 to Web 3.0, but what does this really mean?



Tim Sweeney – Epic Games CEO/Co-Founder
Realtime 3D social medium where people can create and engage in
shared experiences as equal participants in an economy with
societal impact.

As we enter a new technological era, creators strive to build an
immersive, all-encompassing adventure — a personified internet
experience in its true form, the ‘Metaverse’. Although there is no single
definition of the term ‘Metaverse’, much like the saying beauty is in the
eye of the beholder, the Metaverse is what a creator or developer
deems it to be. According to the Newzoo Trend Report 2022, “the
metaverse has no authoritative definition; however, several thought
leaders have offered a framework…

Newzoo
An interconnected and interoperable network of persistent, virtual
worlds that are populated by large numbers of players who interact
with each other via 3D digital avatars, which offer users a
heightened sense of immersion and presence.
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WEB 3.0 & THE METAVERSE.
DIGITAL

FREEDOM

MERGING

WORLDS

The essential value of the metaverse will be capturing the nature of the

We see this as an opportunity to elevate the bridge between the

ecosystem, for each user to feel empowered in both status and their

physical and digital worlds. In recent years, almost all companies have

actions, to feel truly connected with like-minded individuals, and have

moved away from physical-based productions, the world has evolved

the chance to experience the unimaginable.



to creating digital assets first, enabling creation pipelines to become
digital, universally.



The vast impact of Web 3.0 is here to transform our lives and evolve our
interactions, and the underlying economics of it all. In the metaverse,

Our Reveller avatars have become an aspiration and a way to represent

you can innovate the concept of your life as you know it, whether it

our digital selves. Purchasing the next on-trend NFT acting as our digital

means gathering socially, living, learning, playing, or earning. An

ID and representation empowers us like never before. With the

experience that has the potential to transcend across different devices

innovation of blockchain and crypto-currency, the non-native Web 3.0

in the forms of augmented and virtual reality, mobile, and computers;

user has the opportunity to experience decentralised digital events in

truly extending reality as you know it.


their truest form, facilitating a more transparent, global, and
democratised future.
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EVENTS IN THE METAVERSE.
THE FUTURE OF EVENT EXPERIENCE
There is nothing quite like being part of the crowd at your favourite
event, patriotically supporting your country at the FIFA World Cup,
singing shoulder to shoulder at a concert with like-minded super fans,
or pitching up at a festival amongst hundreds of thousands of revellers.
Genuine fans are willing to pay hundreds of thousands of dollars for it,
yet the industry isn’t putting fans first.

 

People always have and always will love coming together to share a
common passion for sports, music, theatre, or whatever event might
tickle your fancy. We, humans, thrive at communal gatherings and live
for that rush of the first goal, the skin-tingling roar of the audience as
your favourite artist appears on stage, or the echoing bass that surfs
through the crowd, synchronising with the beat of your heart. It is these
very moments, these lifelong memories, that we should both aim to
protect and enhance.

Yet, the event industry continues to be pillaged by ticket touters/
scalpers, fraud, scams, and resale inflation, all to the cost of genuine
fans and seemingly under the radar of any such regulatory committee.
According to a recent report from Polaris Market Research, the global
online ticketing market was valued at $143 billion in 2021, with the
revenue forecast by 2030 exceeding $287 billion.
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EVENTS IN THE METAVERSE.
BUILT BY FANS FOR FANS

THE FUTURE OF NFTS
Reveller NFTs take event experience to new heights, integrating into the
BPM Wallet App transforming holders into BPM VIPs, whilst offering
lucrative lock-up periods rewarding holders in $BPM. Revellers have the
potential to become immersive digital avatars within future metaverse
environments, as well as Web2 identities for those participating VIP
experiences.



Fuelled by frustration and first-hand ticket fraud experience, Kelvin Rolf
and Marcus Bond joined forces to found BPM Wallet, an innovative InApp ecosystem empowering users to safely and securely trade tickets
without the fear of being extorted.

 

By wielding the power of blockchain, Rolf and Bond combine NFT (nonfungible token) technology and blockchain-backed, In-App
infrastructure to circumvent the problems plaguing the industry and
enhance the event experience altogether. From the word go, BPM Wallet
users will enjoy a seamless trading experience, unwittingly powered by
cryptocurrency on the XRP-Ledger; users can simultaneously trade
tickets in a matter of seconds, all using BPM’s ecosystem token, $BPM.

The Metaverse is the transformation of the internet experience, a 3D
digital playground that allows people from all walks of life to socialise,
develop a digital identity, and participate in a multitude of experiences,
freeing them from real-world restraints. The Metaverse's infinite
scalability and endless possibilities will allow us to welcome hundreds of
thousands of fans to in-sync digital events from all over the world.
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“Consumers spend increasingly more time in virtual
worlds, and successful brands follow them. As a result,
consumer-facing companies will be forced to develop a
metaverse strategy to stay connected with their (future)
customers and remain relevant.”

– EXECUTIVE REPORT, NEWZOO
TREND REPORT 2022
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SOLVING THE PROBLEMS.
REAL-WORLD PROBLEM SOLVING
“NFT ticketing alone doesn’t solve the industry problems. That is why we
are building an entire ecosystem" - Co-founder Kelvin Rolf.

 

BPM Wallet requires full KYC for and caps ticket resale at max face value,
discouraging touters and bots from mass ticket purchases and
preventing inflated ticket resale. This simple yet innovative solution not
only allows us to safeguard genuine fans but also enhances event
security via KYC data identity. No matter how many times a ticket
exchanges digital hands within the BPM Wallet App, the ticket will have
associated holder identification data attached.

 

Kelvin Rolf: “Although mass events such as Glastonbury have tried to
tackle said issues, the fan journey is very Web2. Nobody wants to spend
hours on end calling to secure a single ticket, not knowing if their friends
will be able to join them, and then going through the painful long
winded point-of-sale process of supplying an ID and receiving a
personalised photo ID ticket through the mail, it sucks all the fun out of
what should be pre-event hype.

Not to mention how bad it is for the environment posting paper tickets.
We want BPM Wallet to make every transaction fun, from initial login to
post-event NFT airdrops; our interactive In-App ecosystem and user
rewards will make every event more special than the last."

 

BPM Wallet will solve real-world problems in a billion-dollar industry
while simultaneously heightening user experience, rewarding fans, and
bringing them closer than ever to their favourite artists and celebrities.
We also plan to integrate Spotify into the App, allowing for bespoke
event suggestions based on user playlists, and further enhancing user
experience.
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SOLVING THE PROBLEMS.
OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

We believe that genuine fans should have equal opportunity to attend
their favourite events without paying more than face value for the ticket.
Furthermore, they should feel safe knowing their ticket is genuine and
that the event has an idea of everybody in attendance. By creating a
Metaverse event space that can be designed to mimic that of realworld event spaces, no longer does capacity or geographical location
become a barrier to experience. 



We want to make the event experience fun, fair, and safe from the word
go, as soon as you download the BPM Wallet App your experience will
begin, making the build-up to your event even more magical. We want
to safeguard genuine fans, enhance vendor security, and make our
fan's heroes more accessible through VIP events, backstage passes,
artist/player meet and greets, and memory memorabilia in the form of
NFT airdrops.

No matter where you are, you will be able to attend live events within
our metaverse environment and enjoy a unique experience with family,
friends, and the rest of the world, all from the comfort of your home. BPM
Wallet aims to build a scalable metaverse for Revellers to party in,
where community crossover is ripe and our in-App economy can thrive.
BPM Wallet and Revellers will pave the way for the future of
decentralised metaverse interaction, by which virtual microcosms of
modern-day societies interchange on a local and global scale
equivalent.
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XRPL NETWORK.
OVERVIEW
XLS-20 is a new protocol for NFTs on the XRP
Ledger. It makes the creation of NFTs on
XRPL very compact and efficient so that it
doesn’t otherwise impact ledger
performance.



NO SMART CONTRACTS
XLS-20 doesn’t actually create smart
contracts - which is where NFTs on XRPL differ
from other networks. That reduces the
security risks that we see on other chains
where smart contracts are concerned.

It means that transaction costs are likely to
be a fraction of that experienced with the
minting of NFTs on other blockchains while
the XRPL network continues to have a very
low energy use requirement.

Low costs
Fractions of a penny per transaction

Speed
Transactions settle every 3-5 seconds

Reliability
8+ years of consistent performance
over more than 66 million ledgers
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TO CONCLUDE.
HERE TO ENHANCE EVENT EXPERIENCE
As highlighted throughout this comprehensive whitepaper, BPM Wallet
and Revellers have been designed and developed to both safeguard
fans & vendors, as well as enhance the event experience as we know it.

 

As our in-App ecosystem evolves and develops in its entirety, we
confidently believe BPM Wallet and Revellers will become a globally
recognized figurehead in Web3, providing real-world solutions to web
2.0 events as well as in-sync metaverse experiences, all under one roof.
BPM Wallets software will allow third parties to build and target event
attendees, in a subtle and truly immersive manner, unaware their entire
interaction is being powered by the XRPL.

 

In a recent report from Goldman Sachs - Framing the Future of Web 3.0,
a review of Peloton with reference to COVID-19 restricting consumers’
ability to attend offline workout classes, highlighted the demand for
digital community interaction.

“Peloton’s connected fitness product saw significant adoption as users
looked to work out while still being able to connect with others in a live
setting… Peloton is focused on bringing gaming to the platform through
a rhythm-based game called Lanebreak. While Lanebreak represents
the first step into a more interactive gamified experience, we still view
“Metaverse” like experiences as further out - we could envision a world
in which a combination of a VR headset and bike controller enables the
user to partake in virtual races (e.g., Tour de France).”

 

The metaverse allows for endless innovation when it comes to user
experience, product gamification, and social engagement, and we
believe BPM Wallet and Revellers have the potential to provide
pioneering infrastructure to accommodate both 3 and 4-D experiences
to users and third-party clients.
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